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FATHER'S DAY GIFT IDEAS FOR DADS WHO HUNT
This Father’s Day, ditch the tie and cheap cologne and get dad a gift he really wants and that will also help him afield
come fall. With all of the gear out there, finding the perfect gift for the dad who taught you how to hunt can be daunting.
To help, we’ve rounded up some awesome gear items that dad is sure to love opening this Father’s Day.
1. Canyon Coolers Quest 25 Backpack Cooler — Dad will dig easily transporting cold drinks to and from the hunting stand
with the new insulated Quest 25-Quart cooler backpack from Canyon Coolers. The hands-free cooler is built tough with
raft-grade 800-denier RF welded PVC shell to resist tears and scratches and features closed-cell AirCore insulation with
an IceSkin line for the ultimate in ice retention. MSRP $119.99 Hi-res image.
2. Gear Keeper Deluxe Instrument Tether— On the top of our list of “must haves” for dads who hunt is the Deluxe Combo
Mount Instrument Tether (RT4-5272), which is ideal for rangefinders, larger GPS units and Dog Transmitters
and Trackers (gear up to 9oz.). The flexible system is customizable and includes a multitude of mounting options and
attachment accessories. MSRP $24.99. Hi-res image.
3. Hawke Optics Endurance WA Scope and Hawke Optics Frontier ED X Binoculars— If dad loves to hunt, he’ll enjoy
using the newest Endurance WA Scope and/or Frontier ED X Binoculars from worldwide leader, Hawke® Optics. Hawke
Optics are well known for delivering optimum in-field clarity and performance in sport optics for an incredible value and
these two new products are no exception. Hi-res image(scope), Hi-res image (binoculars).
4. HHA Sports Optimizer Tetra — The new HHA Optimizer Tetra combines increased adjustability capabilities with
leading-edge sight technology, making it the ultimate moveable pin sight for archers looking for the pinnacle in accuracy
this season. MSRP $249.99. Hi-res image.
5.Hemisphere Coffee Roaster's Hunter's Blend— There’s nothing like a good cup of coffee to fuel your early morning
hunt, and Hunter’s Blend is just the coffee dad will want to get him up and out in the field. Also feel great knowing that with
every cup of Hunter’s Blend’s responsibly-made coffee, you’re also directly helping to support growers around the world.
MSRP $12.50. Hi-res image.
6. Herd Evolution Spring/Summer Mix— If dad is looking to achieve maximum genetic antler potential he’ll be impressed
with Herd Evolution’s year-round nutritional deer feeding program. The company’s high-quality Spring/Summer Mix
provides 100% digestible nutrition to deliver bigger bucks. MSRP $19.99. Hi-res image.
7. GloryNock Lighted Nocks— Outfit dad with the most revolutionary lighted nock technology this bowhunting season with
Glory Nock lighted nocks. Convenient bowstring operation makes Glory Nock the most advanced yet simple lighted nock
on the market. MSRP $24.99 Hi-res image.
8. Ontario Knife Company HUNT Plus Camp Knife — Whether you’re sitting in hunting camp, preparing a meal, enjoying a
relaxing camping trip with family, or back at home butchering out your game, the design of a good camp knife makes it an
invaluable tool. The versatile new HUNT PLUS Camp Knife from OKC’s award-winning HUNT PLUS line is sure to
impress any outdoors-loving dad. Hi-res image.

9. Pyramex VentureGear Semtex 2.0—These new-for-2018 glasses are sure to be a hit with dads who hunt and shoot.
Semtex 2.0 is the tactical eyewear of choice incorporating ballistic-level protection, UV ray defense, premium optical clarity
and a state-of-the-art lens engineering to shield against scratches. MSRP $28.95 Hi-res image.
10. Rinehart Targets New Woodland Series Targets — The new Woodland Coyote and Strutting Turkey life-like 3D
archery targets from Rinehart will help dad get ready for bow season and hone his shooting skills, anywhere, anytime.
(MSRPs: Woodland Coyote, $99.99 and Woodland Strutting Turkey, $159.99). Hi-res image (turkey), Hi-res image
(coyote).
11. Rite in the Rain Storm Sight Targets —Rite in the Rain’snew Storm Sight™ All-Weather Shooting Targets will keep
dads shooting sharp in any weather. Rite in the Rain weatherproof paper sheds moisture and endures harsh conditions.
These All-Weather Targets can take a bullet in a monsoon and still permit accurate shot evaluation. MSRP starting at
$11.95. Hi-res image.
12. Rogue Ridge RB1000 — Dad can take on any terrain from pavement to rocks, sand, mud and snow with the new
Ridge Warrior RB1000 fat-tire off-road e-bike from Rogue Ridge. The ultimate backcountry e-bike, the Ridge Warrior
RB1000 can get hunters where gas-powered machines have limited access. MSRP $4,600.00. Hi-res image.
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